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Need translate sweet dreams to Portuguese? Here's how you say it. Translation for 'Sweet
dreams!' in the free English-Portuguese dictionary and many other Portuguese translations.
Here's a fact: Some foreign words just really don't have equivalents in other languages. It's too
bad — people who don't speak the native. 2 jun. how do i say this in portuguese? thanks e.g.
'Sweet dreams', his mother said.
Learn how to say I love you in different ways in Portuguese! You're a dream come true. Voce
e a menina dos meus olhos. You're the apple. Falling in Love — in Portuguese ** Speaking of
going out at night, this section touches on dating. They say o amor (ooh ah-moh) (love) is the
international lingua.
Good Night in Portuguese To say good night in Portuguese, Brazilians with the angels
(“sonhar” means to dream in Brazilian Portuguese). The most traditional way to say 'I love
you' in Brazilian Portuguese is te amo. Like its English translation, it can be used among close
friends. If you have your dream holiday to Brazil coming up, it's handy to arrive As
Portuguese is a gender-based language, men say 'obrigado' with.
living the dream translation portuguese, English - Portuguese dictionary, meaning, see also
'living conditions',living expenses',living room',living standards '. Portuguese which i don't
understand at all. and i used other online. I wish you good night too; my dream is feeling the
taste of your kisses. I just wanted to point out that saying “Boa noite” as good evenin de rosa,
which means the same as “sweet dreams,” but literally translates as “pink dreams .”. He
continues to say that saudade is “not an active discontent or poignant sadness but an indolent
dreaming wistfulness.” Saudade can more casually be used to. Listen to the audio and learn
how to say I love you in Portuguese, along with . Some more useful phrases when dating the
man or woman of your dreams.
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